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Samsung EF-BX200PSEGWW tablet case 26.7 cm (10.5") Folio
Silver

Brand : Samsung Product code: EF-BX200PSEGWW

Product name : EF-BX200PSEGWW

- Convenient, on-the-go cover protection
- Find your best angle
Book Cover, 10.5", Samsung Galaxy Tab A8, Silver

Samsung EF-BX200PSEGWW tablet case 26.7 cm (10.5") Folio Silver:

Convenient, on-the-go cover protection
The Tab A8 Book Cover is a sleek companion for your Galaxy Tab A8. It’s easy to securely attach, and its
compact cradle mount safeguards your tablet to protect it from dings or scratches. Take your tab
wherever you go with confidence.

Find your best angle
Stand your screen up on one of your cover's two angles for easy viewing. Whether you’re lounging on
the couch or sitting at a cafe, simply adjust the screen to watch all your favorite content with added
comfort.
Samsung EF-BX200PSEGWW. Case type: Folio, Brand compatibility: Samsung, Compatibility: Galaxy Tab
A8, Maximum screen size: 26.7 cm (10.5"). Weight: 251 g

Features

Compatibility Galaxy Tab A8
Maximum screen size * 26.7 cm (10.5")
Case type * Folio
Product main colour * Silver
Brand compatibility * Samsung
Built-in speaker(s) *
Stand mode *
Protection features Scratch resistant

Battery

Built-in battery *

Weight & dimensions

Width 253 mm
Depth 13 mm
Height 170 mm
Weight 251 g

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 84733080
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